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6 QUESTIONS WITH BRYAN BUCKLEY
The accomplished director talks about his latest social justice effort—
the Trump Statue Initiative—an experiential campaign that mocks 
the president’s “accomplishments” with living statues. 

BEHIND TEAM TRUMP’S SPENDING SURGE
All of the president’s trackable campaign ad spending now adds up to 
a rather astonishing $307.4 million.

MASKS, GLOVES TOP BACK-TO-SCHOOL SHOPPING LISTS
Children heading back to the classroom are as likely to be wearing 
face masks and gloves as they are the latest fashionable jeans. 

BIG BUDGETS FOR BIG PHARMA
In 2019, Pfizer spent $1.9 billion on U.S. ads. That’s almost the exact 
amount the government will pay it and a German partner to produce 
coronovirus vaccine—a product it won’t have to advertise at all. Yet, 
historically speaking, drug companies have had really deep pockets.
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News What to watch for

July 28
McDonald’s second-quarter results will show how many people 
spent their stimulus checks on Big Macs. The world’s largest 
restaurant chain has held up well during the pandemic except 
during breakfast, as the morning routine has largely shifted 
from a drive to the office to a walk to the kitchen table.

The 3% Conference begins today. The 3-day virtual event 
includes Make Love Not Porn Founder Cindy Gallop; Jill Frank, 
head of creative and agency operations at Allstate; Jennifer 
Siebel Newsom, founder of The Representation Project; Dr. 
Marc Brackett, founder and director of the Yale Center for 
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July 27-31, 2020 
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Emotional Intelligence and author of 
“Permission to Feel”; Jess Bennett, New 
York Times Gender/Culture columnist; 
and Shanteka Sigers, chief strategy 
officer at These Trillions.

July 28
Ad Age hosts Inside America’s Hottest 
Brands, a virtual conference featuring 
executives from some of the buzziest 
brands in business today. Marketers from King Arthur 
and Clorox will discuss how they are handling their new 
popularity, while execs from Zoom and Headspace will talk 
about digital growth during the pandemic. Register here, and 
check out the Hottest Brands list here.

July 29
Interpublic Group of Cos. releases second-quarter earnings. In 
the first quarter, IPG reported a slight organic revenue increase 
of 0.3 percent and a net revenue decline of 1.6 percent. CEO-
Chairman Michael Roth had warned then of “a very difficult 
second quarter” due to the pandemic.

Spotify reports earnings. Consumer listening habits have 
radically shifted due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The number 
of people listening at home, for instance, grew to 70 percent 
since social-distancing guidelines were put in place, up from 
49 percent prior to the pandemic. 

Facebook will deliver its second-quarter results, revealing 
how well social media advertising has held up during 
coronavirus. The second quarter covers most of the period 
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during which America was shut down, and Facebook had to 
adjust its business plans. Investors must wait until the  
third-quarter report to see how the company fared during  
the July ad boycott.

July 30
The National Basketball Association, on hiatus since March 11, 
restarts its season in Orlando. The league is hyping the restart 
with a new campaign starring actress Issa Rae.

Kraft Heinz’s second-quarter results will reveal if the packaged 
food behemoth was able to keep people interested in mac and 
cheese and other pantry staples as the pandemic persisted.

Procter & Gamble Co.’s fiscal fourth-quarter results will show 
if the company continued on a pandemic roll, which U.S. retail 
scanner data suggest it has. P&G should also provide a glimpse 
into marketing spending plans for the new fiscal year.

L’Oréal reports first-half results. While the second quarter hurt 
cosmetics sales badly in the U.S., skincare sales are soaring. 
The report should confirm whether L’Oréal will stick with its 

NBA TIPS OFF AGAIN IN ORLANDONews What to watch for
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previously announced plans to restart product launches and ad 
spending put on hold last quarter.

Alphabet-owned Google reports second-quarter earnings. 
The pandemic caused a significant drop in consumer demand 
for travel services, which in turn hit the search giant’s 
bottom line. Some have even predicted that the company will 
experience its first-ever decline. 

Amazon’s earnings are due. Investors are watching how it 
has weathered the rise in pandemic-fueled digital shopping. 
Earlier this month, Amazon confirmed it has delayed its annual 
Prime shopping holiday, which typically takes place in July, to 
later this year.

July 31
Only three days until the start of Ad Age’s 
Small Agency Conference and Awards. The 
3-day event—held virtually this year—is 
the only conference of its kind dedicated 
specifically to the needs of agencies with 
150 or fewer employees. See the agenda and 
register here.

Pinterest reports earnings giving a glimpse 
into how people were using the service while 
stuck at home for months. Pinterest has said it’s seen more people 
pinning content to the platform that reflects what consumers 
want in a post-quarantine world. We will see if it’s paid off in ad 
dollars. 

AD AGE SMALL AGENCY CONFERENCE  BEGINS SOONNews What to watch for
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Marketing technology reimagined.

Getting
back to

thinking
bigger.

acoustic.com

Technology is essential in marketing 

today. But technology is a tool, not 

an idea. And it’s a tool that has taken 

over our days. Somewhere along the 

way, while we were counting clicks and 

impressions, tracking our customers 

and sweating the metrics, something 

got left behind.

The time you need to think big.

Our technology is here for that one  

single purpose.  

When you’re enabled by tech and not 

overwhelmed by it, you can connect 

with your customers on a more human 

level. Whether it’s moving, funny or 

simply the truth. Because the best 

marketing has been and always will 

be about truth. The stuff that makes 

people feel something. Makes us all 

feel something.

It’s time to get it back.
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News Kick off

A quick look at hot topics in the marketing, media and  
agency industries. For more on these and other trending stories, 
visit AdAge.com

Sign of the times
Even Wieden+Kennedy can’t escape 2020 without a deep cut. 
The prestigious ad agency confirmed plans to lay off 11 percent 
of worldwide staff due to client cutbacks. The shop employed 
1,522 people as of the end of 2019.

Heaven sent
A group of mostly female investors led by actress Natalie 
Portman, technology venture capitalist Kara Nortman and 
media and gaming entrepreneur Julie Uhrman plan to bring a 

Complied by E.J. Schultz

Kara Nortman, 
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Portman 
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background 
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Unsplash
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National Women’s Soccer League team to Los 
Angeles. The group, which includes Serena 
Williams and her husband, Reddit co-founder 
Alexis Ohanian, is using the moniker “Angel 
City” in a nod to L.A.

Home for the holiday
Walmart won’t open on Thanksgiving Day, the 
massive retailer says, couching the closure as 
an employee-appreciation move. It marks the 
first time its doors will be shut on Turkey Day 
since the late 1980s. Your move, Target.

The walking dead
Coca-Cola, stung by the pandemic, is getting leaner. The 
beverage giant will eliminate what it calls “zombie” brands—
those that are failing to reach growth goals. Get your Odwalla 
juice while you can, cause it’s the first one on the chopping block. 

Number of the week
498 million—the number of hours streamed on Twitch’s Just 
Chatting channel, according to StreamElements. The surge is 
significant because while Twitch is known for streaming video 
game play, Just Chatting features stars who don’t even game.

Creativity pick
Apple featured nothing but a sleeping baby in a spot plugging 
its promise to eliminate its entire carbon footprint by 2030. 
Putting babies in ads is hardly original, but few are as inviting 
and hypnotic—and just plain old cute—as this one.

TRENDING

“It is likely that 
business travel 
will never return 
to pre-COVID 
levels.”
Adam Pilarski, Avitas

News Closed shop

Quote of the week
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Promoted
Omnicom’s DDB elevated Justin 
Thomas-Copeland to CEO of 
North America. He is the first 
Black CEO of a holding company-
owned creative network, DDB 
says. He was global CEO of the 
Omnicom Precision Marketing 
Group (OPMG) network. DDB 
also named Marty O’Halloran 
as global CEO. He was CEO 
and chairman of DDB Group in 
Australia and New Zealand.

On the move
Lowe’s hired Lisa Schoder 
as VP, integrated media and 
partnerships, a new role.  She 
comes from Ford, where she 
headed U.S. media, digital 
optimization and multicultural 
marketing. Land O’Lakes tapped 
Heather Malenshek as chief 
marketing officer. She was  
most recently running her  
own consultancy and was 
previously CMO at Harley-
Davidson Motor Co. 

 

TRENDINGNews Top gun

Tweet of the Week
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News Brand Playbook

When marketers were setting 2020 budgets, they had to 
account for a possible recession, the Summer Olympics and 
the presidential election. Even the most meticulous planners 
couldn’t anticipate a global pandemic or the rising racial 
justice movement.

Now, in the midst of this unprecedented year and with even 
more uncertainty lying head, preparations must be made for 
the next. And many marketers, now living quarter by quarter, 
will likely have smaller budgets to pull from and fewer places 
where they want to spend those dollars.

Here are some things chief marketing officers should keep in 

HOW TO SET A  
MARKETING BUDGET FOR  
AN UNCERTAIN 2021
By Jessica Wohl
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mind while facing the hair-pulling exercise of setting budgets 
for 2021. 

Be flexible
“I’d say ‘flexibility’ is a candidate for any marketer’s word-of-
the-year in 2020, and that will very likely continue into 2021,” 
says Denny’s Chief Marketing Officer John Dillon.

Recent comments from food and drink maker PepsiCo Inc. 
highlight the pressure on marketing departments. To mitigate 
COVID-19 costs of $500 million and counting, PepsiCo is 
“tightly managing our discretionary expenses, reducing 
nonessential advertising and marketing spend to reflect the 
realities of the current environment,” Chief Financial Officer 
Hugh Johnston said on a July 13 earnings call.

Marketers must be in close contact with leaders across their 
organizations to track current events and to keep others 
informed. “It’s important that marketing leaders build trust 
within all levels, maintain a high level of transparency and are 
able to articulate how and why marketing spend is good for the 
brand as a whole,” Dillon says.

HOW TO SET A MARKETING BUDGET FOR AN UNCERTAIN 2021News Brand Playbook
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Be more selective
This year has proven the need to maintain the expenses  
that matter.

Andrea Brimmer, chief marketing and public relations 
officer at Ally, expects the financial services company’s 2021 
marketing spending will be slightly lower or 
flat with 2020. “I don’t see a scenario where 
we’ll necessarily go north,” she says.

PepsiCo Chairman and CEO Ramon Laguarta 
said advertising will continue to be “a key 
component” of the company’s strategy, 
though it’s focusing on initiatives with more 
return on investment and cutting those that 
don’t deliver. “Sometimes, a crisis helps to be 
more selective and to be more impactful and 
to kind of generate internal momentum against simplification 
and against focus, against fewer and bigger,” Laguarta said on 
the earnings call. “And that’s what we’re trying to do.”

Make the most of media moments
“We had a lot of big-dollar inventory that has evaporated,” says 
Brimmer, including the Olympic Games. Ally reinvested what 
the company felt was needed in different media and swept the 
rest to the bottom line, says Brimmer. It headed to Twitch for 
the first time as it knew there was a rush of people spending 
time on such platforms. “What we’ve been looking for is 
culturally relevant moments,” says Brimmer. 

And after production ground to a halt, TV shows are 
scrambling to find ways to hit the air in the fall with fresh 

“We’re trying to 
figure out how 
much original 
production is 
going to happen.”
Andrea Brimmer, Ally
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content that feels right for the moment.

“We’re trying to figure out how much original production is 
going to happen,” says Brimmer. “We’re not going to throw 
away good money after bad programming.”

Marketers wonder what inventory will be available next year. 
Chipotle Mexican Grill will invest in digital and streaming as it 
did in 2020, says Chief Marketing Officer Chris Brandt.

Sports remain a big bet. Brimmer says Ally will advertise 
during the Olympics if they go forward in 2021. Chipotle is also 
eager to tap into the appetite for sporting events. 

“We’re hoping live sports will be back in a more normal fashion 
and we will certainly pursue that, but otherwise our plans for 
2021 will look more like our plans coming into 2020, although 
we’re looking for increased flexibility wherever we can get it,” 
says Brandt. 
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6 Questions

Hungry Man director and co-founder Bryan Buckley has 
cemented his place in advertising history as king of the Super 
Bowl. His decades-long career is marked by some of the Big 
Game’s most iconic ad moments, including the Monster.com 
classic “When I Grow Up,” E-Trade’s “Monkey” and “Smaht 
Pahk” for Hyundai. 

All the while, Buckley has quietly built a powerful social justice 
oeuvre, including the Oscar-nominated short “Saria,” which 
sought reparations for girls who were victims of abuse at a state-
run Guatemalan group home. He also directed McCann’s Cannes 
Lions Grand Prix-winning “Generation Lockdown” for March for 
Our Lives. And now, he’s taking on President Donald Trump. 

THE SUPER BOWL KING 
TAKES ON TRUMP
By Ann-Christine Diaz
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Buckley is mastermind behind 
the “Trump Statue Initiative,” 
an experiential campaign that 
memorializes the president’s 
key “accomplishments” with 
living statues. Street performers 
created motionless tableaux 
near the White House, including 
“The Bunker,” recalling Trump’s 
retreat to a White House safe 
room as protests erupted around the country, and “The Poser,” 
recounting Trump’s Bible photo op at St. John’s Church.

Ad Age spoke with Buckley about his side gig as a crusader.

What inspired the Statue Initiative?
Watching Trump continue his incredible run, I couldn’t sit 
back. Every part of our life is being violated right now. It’s an 
act of desperation. Making sure people show up for the vote is 
my No. 1 thing. I don’t think we can stop until Nov. 3. 

How did the statue idea come about?
I noticed a while ago that Trump was obsessed with statues. 
I remember sketching some stuff even before he passed the 
executive order to protect monuments. I felt like the best thing 
we could do is create these very honest statues of the legacy 
he’s living right now.

Did you run into any obstacles with the authorities?
No joke, the Washington police helped us. They were on our 
side. I didn’t shoot pictures of them because I didn’t want them 
to get in trouble. They’re not all bad guys.

THE SUPER BOWL KING TAKES ON TRUMP6 Questions
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Weren’t you afraid of putting yourself or your 
company at risk when it comes to clients?
No. I don’t see a choice. I would rather align myself with people 
who believe in democracy than a client that says, “No, you went 
too far and now I don’t want to work with you.” We’ve sat back 
too long on this guy. If you blacklist me forever, that’s a chance 
worth taking. 

Has activism always been part of your life?
The roots have always been there. When I was a kid, my parents 
would pull me out of school to go to peace marches in D.C. I was 
on my dad’s shoulders marching against Nixon, Vietnam. I feel 
terrible for them. They spent their 20s demonstrating and they 
think they’ve won, and now this person from their generation is 
ruining the country. The irony of it. 

Outside of all this, what are you working on now? Any word on 
what’s going to happen with the Super Bowl?
I’ve been writing a new film, and I have a show I’m working 
on with Stephen Soderbergh. The NFL—there’s still no safety 
manual. I’m seeing a slew of college stuff. The business right now 
is definitely picking up, but it’s a little like whack-a-mole when 
you think that something’s gonna happen and it might not. 

THE SUPER BOWL KING TAKES ON TRUMP6 Questions
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Feature MASKS, GLOVES AND DISINFECTANTS TOP BACK-TO-SCHOOL SHOPPING LISTS

The must-have back-to-school accessories this year aren’t 
the bedazzled backpacks or superhero lunchboxes of years 
past. This fall, it’s all about cleaning supplies and protective 
gear. Children heading back to the classroom are as likely to be 
carrying face masks, gloves and disinfectant wipes as they are 
to be sporting the latest fashionable jeans and logo T-shirts.

According to the new Ad Age-Harris poll, cleaning supplies, 
including disinfectant spray and wipes, are just as important 
as pencils and paper to parents 
purchasing back-to-school 
supplies for the upcoming 2020-
2021 academic year. Personal 
protective equipment, including 
face masks and gloves, is not far 
behind. The poll was conducted 
among 339 adults—181 men and 
158 women—last week.  

Regardless of whether their 
children will attend in-person 
or at home, back-to-school shopping is still a must for the vast 
majority of shoppers, or 92 percent, according to the poll.

Of course, typical desk supplies are still important. While 
many parents are still waiting to hear whether their schools 
will reopen, or to decide if they will send their children for 
classroom instruction, 58 percent say they plan to purchase 
stationery and desk supplies, 57 percent will purchase cleaning 
and disinfecting supplies and 52 percent will buy personal 
protective equipment.

‘No matter 
how we 
school, let’s 
be ready,’ is 
the tagline 
from a 
recent 
Macy’s 
commercial.  
Macy’s
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Rounding out the shopping 
lists are apparel (51 percent), 
backpacks (44 percent), 
electronics, including laptops 
and printers (30 percent) and 
mobile phones (27 percent). Ten 
percent of parents plan to make 
other purchases or buy nothing.

Deloitte predicts that back-
to-school spending will be up 
marginally, with total spending 
for 2020 to reach $27.8 billion, or 
2 percent more than 2019.

Marketers are paying attention; 
many have been forced to make 
campaign decisions in real time 
as districts announce learning 
plans for the fall. Uncertainty 
surrounds the back-to-school 
season amid the coronavirus 
pandemic. As Ad Age has 
reported, districts including 
Los Angeles and San Diego have 
committed to distance learning 
as infections increase. New York 
City is pursuing a mix of in-
school and virtual classes.

Parents remain divided as well. 

Parents are buying gloves,  
mask and disinfectants for  
the new school year 
Only 26 percent of parents plan to send their  
children for full-time, in-classroom instruction 

What items do you plan to purchase  
for the upcoming school year?

Apparel  Backpack Electronics

Mobile phone Nothing Other

Desk 
supplies

Cleaning 
supplies

Personal 
protective 
equipment

58%

51%

27%

57%

44%

8%

52%

30%

2%
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Nearly half of Americans 
with children under the age 
of 18, or 47 percent, report 
that their children’s school 
will have some form of in-
classroom instruction for the 
2020-2021 academic year. But 
only 26 percent of parents 
nationwide plan to send their 
children to class instruction 
full-time, while 34 percent 
plan to educate their children 
at home via home-schooling or 
online instruction. Seventeen 
percent of parents plan to send 
their children for classroom 
instruction part time and 
augment with home schooling.

As of July 20, back-to-school 
advertising was down nearly 
50 percent compared with the 
same period in 2019, according 
to data from market research 
firm Numerator. Target was 
one of the earliest brands to 
begin TV advertising for the 
back-to-school season; both 
the Minneapolis-based chain 
and Walmart are currently 

How will you handle your children’s education for 
the upcoming school year?

What are your school’s plans for safety for 
in-classroom instruction?

Educate my 
children at 
home full-time

Safety restric-
tions: masks, so-
cial distancing

Send my chil-
dren to in-class 
instruction 
full-time

No safety 
restrictions

School does 
not plan 
in-classroom 
instruction

Send my children 
to in-class 
instruction part-
time plus home 
schooling

School has not 
announced if it 
plans in-class-
room instruction

Undecided; still 
tracking current 
coronavirus cases 
in my region

My children 
will not be 
enrolled in 
school

My children 
are home-
schooled

34%
26%

17%

23%

28%

8% 5%

12%14%

32%
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running national ads.

Many brands are pushing 
electronic devices in case children 
end up learning remotely; others, 
like Kohl’s, are also advertising 
protective gear such as face 
masks. Several brands are more 
reliant on digital marketing, 
where they are able to localize 
their messaging to target regions that may have differing 
back-to-school plans.

Macy’s and Dick’s Sporting Goods both debuted back-to-
school campaigns in recent days. Dick’s is promoting its 
apparel—Ed Plummer, chief marketing officer of the sporting 
goods chain, told Ad Age that children will still want to 
look stylish, whether they are on camera or in a physical 
classroom. Macy’s embraced a similar approach with a spot 
airing July 26 that shows kids working at home with their 
parents or playing outside. The commercial’s text reads “No 
matter how we school, let’s be ready.”  

New back-
to-school 
ads from 
Dick’s 
Sporting 
Goods are 
promoting 
apparel. 
Dick’s 
Sporting 
Goods

MORE  
READING

Dick’s Sporting Goods leans into TikTok 
for back-to-school style campaign
By Adrianne Pasquarelli
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Feature

By Adrianne Pasquarelli

What’s hot and what’s not in summer 2020

ZOMBIE MALLS AND 
BACKYARD MOVIES



Summer 2020 is a season like no other: COVID-19 threw 
all marketers’ carefully planned data and forecasts out the 
window. As consumers rapidly change their habits, however, 
some brand winners are emerging even as some traditional 
seasonal favorites take a beating. Here are some enterprises 
that appear well-positioned to weather the remainder of the 
year—and maybe even transition their new popularity into  
the fall and winter.

HOT
A virtual experience is better than no experience
The majority of in-person summer camps are closed this year, 
and many parents are trying to stay safe by keeping their 
kids at home. But no one wants a zonked-out kid glued to the 
Minecraft screen for hours at a time. Virtual camps to the 
rescue! Marketers including Walmart, Shake Shack, Arm & 
Hammer and Amazon are all promoting their digital services. 
Shake Shack is literally making lemons out of lemonade in a 
box of activities the burger chain will mail to kids. The North 
Face is giving lessons on photography. And Amazon recently 
unveiled Camp Homemade, which includes do-it-yourself crafts 
like flower painting and candle making for both kids and adults.

Pass the popcorn, and the fresh air
As attendance dwindles at movie theaters, consumers are 
creating their own alternatives. Drive-in movies are back 
in fashion, with new social distancing rules in place. New, 
makeshift theaters have opened in both urban and suburban 
locations. As consumers embrace DIY, many have set up 
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theaters in their backyards. The search rank on Amazon for 
“projector screen with stand” increased 6.9 times between 
June 6 and July 11, according to data analyzed by Profitero. 
Shoppers are likely outfitting their backyard theaters with 
cold drinks, as well—Profitero reports an increase in Amazon 
search data for ice machines.

Summer’s must-have accessory
Early on, brands from Vistaprint to Gap tapped into 
consumers’ need for face coverings. That demand has only 
intensified in recent months, particularly as consumers look 
ahead to back-to-school safety measures for children and 
retailers require that coverings are worn within their stores. 
Marketers including Kohl’s are now pushing face masks as part 
of their back-to-school styles—whether kids are at home or in 
the classroom. In April, Etsy sold 12 million face masks from 
20,000 sellers. Now, more designs and styles are emerging on 

Moviegoers 
enjoy a 
screening of 
‘Jumanji’ at 
Valley  
Drive-In 
in Nova 
Scotia on 
its opening 
night in the 
aftermath of 
the COVID-19 
pandemic.  
iStock
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the craft platform, a spokeswoman says, including black, white 
and floral masks, as well as personalization and monograms. 
Masks appear to be this summer’s family pajamas. “We’re 
seeing high demand and inventory for children’s masks and 
matching variations for the entire family,” she says.

Safe and easy buying
As consumers continue to limit their time outside the home 
and inside grocery stores and other chains, many are taking 
advantage of the new retail shopping services. Shopping 
appointments, curbside pickup and drive-up ordering are 
among initiatives marketers are investing in as demand 
continues to surge. According to Numerator, a market research 
firm, 33 percent more households are using click-and-collect, 
in which shoppers buy online and pick up in-store, during 
COVID-19, compared with pre-pandemic in January 2020. 
Numerator says 83 percent of new click-and-collect users say 
they’re using the service to avoid crowds.

NOT HOT
Zombie malls
Already limping along even before the coronavirus, malls 
are having one of the toughest times convincing consumers 
they’re a safe spot to visit—mainly because they might not be. 
Many retail experts expect that the virus might be the final 
nail in the coffin for shopping centers. Overall, the shopping 
center sector was down 42 percent nationwide for foot traffic 
for the week ended June 29 compared to the same week last 
year, a deeper cut than the prior week, in which traffic was 

https://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/curbside-pickup-delivery-and-e-commerce-will-define-retails-next-chapter/2266931
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down only 38 percent year-over year, according to Placer.ai, 
which analyzes traffic.

No longer a hot ticket
Movie theaters, accustomed to crowds, are another area 
consumers are avoiding this summer, despite the lure 
of air conditioning. Already competing with streaming 
services—which had risen in popularity even more during the 
pandemic—movie ticket sales had been on the wane before 
anyone even heard of COVID-19. Last year, movie admissions 
in the U.S. and Canada fell 5 percent to 1.2 billion, according 
to the National Association of Theater Owners. Few theaters 
are open, which has led to the delayed release of expected 
blockbusters like Christopher Nolan’s’ “Tenet.”

The eyes have it
It’s hard to justify a full face of makeup when few consumers 
are in the office or seeing others in a professional setting on a 
regular basis. Even if Americans are going out, they’re likely 
covering the bottom half of their face, which has resulted in a 

Various 
shades of lip-
stick—whose 
sales have 
declined—on 
display at 
a Sephora 
store.  
Dado 
Galdieri/
Bloomberg
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slowing of sales of lip cosmetics. For the three-month period 
ended June 14, sales of lip products, including lipstick and lip 
stain, dropped a whopping 59 percent compared with the year-
earlier period, according to Numerator data. Shoppers are 
instead focusing their attention on eye makeup, experts say. 
Smokey eyes are smoking.

Pants or no pants
It’s looking increasingly like no pants this summer, and not just 
because of the heat. Already in the spring, sales of professional 
apparel, including pants, were on the wane as consumers 
invested in work blouses that would be seen on Zoom calls and 
loungewear that would keep them comfortable. The decline has 
continued through the clothing category overall this summer, 
as daily sales of apparel were down 15 percent in June compared 
with May, according to Adobe Analytics. With a return to 
normalcy still not in sight, consumers may continue to trade 
business casual for pajamas. 

MORE  
READING

Macy’s banks on back-to-school success 
to revive lagging sales
By Adrianne Pasquarelli

Twitch’s most popular category has 
nothing to do with video games
By George P. Slefo
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Campaign Ad Scorecard

President Trump’s reelection effort is on an absolute tear 
when it comes to campaign advertising. Joe Biden’s? Not  
so much.

As Team Trump tries to course-correct in response to sinking 
poll numbers and eroding approval ratings—a couple of 
weeks back Trump demoted campaign manager Brad Parscale 
and handed the top job to Republican political operative Bill 
Stepien—one recent constant has been an abiding faith in the 
importance of traditional TV advertising.

What you need to know:

Of Team Trump’s advance bookings of $147.2 million for TV 
ads (broadcast and cable) set to air from Labor Day through 
Election Day, three out of the top 10 markets being targeted 
are in Florida: Tampa-St. Petersburg (Sarasota), Miami-
Fort Lauderdale and Orlando-Daytona Beach-Melbourne. TV 
stations in those DMAs are set to see a windfall of $32.5 million 

TRUMP STILL          TV
By Simon Dumenco
Data analysis by Kevin Brown

President 
Trump’s 
recent 
spending 
underscores 
his abiding 
faith in 
traditional TV 
advertising. 
Sarah 
Silbiger/UPI/
Bloomberg



thanks to the Trump campaign. Those tallies come from the 
latest Ad Age Campaign Ad Scorecard analysis—an ongoing 
project led by Ad Age Datacenter Director of Data Management 
Kevin Brown in partnership with Kantar/CMAG.

Hard on the heels of those Florida markets: Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
which will see $9.4 million worth of Trump TV ads from Labor 
Day through Election Day; Philadelphia, $9.3 million; Detroit, $7.7 
million; Cleveland-Akron, Ohio, $7.3 million; Columbus, Ohio, 

TRUMP’S SPENDING SURGECampaign Ad Scorecard

$13.2 million  
Tampa- 
St. Petersburg, Fla.  
(Sarasota)

$9.7 million  
Miami-Fort  
Lauderdale, Fla.

$9.6 million  
Orlando-Daytona 
Beach-Melbourne, Fla.

$9.4 million  
Minneapolis- 
St. Paul, Minn.

$6.9 million  
Phoenix  
(Prescott, Ariz.)

Source: Spending from Kantar/CMAG. Booked spending as of July 22, 2020.  
Figures exclude PACs. Figures exclude digital spending on Facebook and Google properties.  
TV includes satellite.

$61.1 million  
Other

$5.9 million  
Charlotte, N.C.

$9.3 million  
Philadelphia

$7.7  
million  
Detroit

$7.0 million  
Columbus, 
Ohio

$7.3 million  
Cleveland-Akron, Ohio 
(Canton, Ohio)

Trump’s target markets

$147.2 million 
Total

Where Trump booked TV and cable spending from Labor Day through Election Day. 
Dollars in millions.



$7.0 million; Phoenix-Prescott, Ariz., $6.9 million; and Charlotte, 
N.C., $5.9 million. It’s worth noting that in 2016 Trump carried 
all of the states these markets are in, except Minnesota, which 
suggests that at the moment Team Trump is scrambling to 
play defense more than offense.

As we’ve noted before, Ad Age Campaign Ad Scorecard tracks 
digital spending across Facebook and Google properties, but 
those platforms don’t offer much transparency about advance 
spending, if any, by campaigns. With traditional TV (and 
radio), we’re talking about finite inventory, so if you don’t buy 

TRUMP’S SPENDING SURGECampaign Ad Scorecard

Source: Spending from Kantar/CMAG. Spent and booked spending as of July 22, 2020, for Jan. 1, 2019, 
through Election Day. Figures exclude digital spending on Facebook and Google properties after July 13. 

Totals booked and spent
Who’s behind $1.65 billion to date. Dollars in millions.

Rank Sponsor (party)
Presidential TV,  
radio and digital spending

1 Michael Bloomberg (D) $592.8

2 Donald Trump (R) 307.4

3 Tom Steyer (D) 222.5

4 Joe Biden (D) 85.6

5 Priorities USA Action (D) 77.6

6 Bernie Sanders (D) 75.9

7 America First Action (R) 40.5

8 Pete Buttigieg (D) 36.8

9 Elizabeth Warren (D) 27.4

10 AB PAC (D) 25.9

Other 160.8

Total $1,653.1



now, you might pay more later.

What we do know is that all of Trump’s trackable campaign ad 
spending—past digital ad outlay across Facebook and Google 
properties, past TV and radio ad spending, plus advance TV 
bookings (Trump doesn’t appear to have pre-booked radio 
advertising set for Labor Day through Election Day, at least so 
far)—now adds up to a rather astonishing $307.4 million. 

Some context: Remember Mike Bloomberg? He burned through 
$592.8 million on TV/radio/digital advertising before dropping 
out of the presidential race on March 4.

TRUMP’S SPENDING SURGECampaign Ad Scorecard

Source: Spending from Kantar/CMAG. Booked spending as of July 22, 2020, for July 29 through Election Day. 
Figures exclude digital spending on Facebook and Google properties.

Who’s booked by sponsor
Who’s behind $250 million that’s coming (so far). Dollars in millions.

Rank Sponsor (party) Presidential TV and cable spending

1 Donald Trump (R) $147.2

2 Priorities USA Action (D) 47.0

3 America First Action (R) 28.4

4 Future Forward USA (D) 19.6

5 AB PAC (D) 6.1

6 EDF Action Votes (D) 0.8

7 Future Majority (D) 0.5

8 Unite The Country (D) 0.3

9 Nuestro PAC (D) 0.3

10 LCV Victory Fund & Priorities USA Action (D) 0.0

Total $250.0



TRUMP’S SPENDING SURGECampaign Ad Scorecard

By comparison, Joe Biden’s campaign ad spending tally from 
the start of his campaign through July 22 comes to $85.6 
million—and keep in mind that much of that outlay came 
during primary season, when assorted Democrat presidential 
wannabes had to burn through cash battling each other.  

Though we’re not yet seeing formal advance TV bookings 
from Team Biden, the campaign made noise on July 21 about 
imminent spending plans: “Biden shelling out $15M as he steps 
up ad buys in key battlegrounds,” per Fox News (subhead: “The 
ads are scheduled to run in Arizona, Florida, Michigan, North 
Carolina, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin”).

Meanwhile, Priorities USA Action, a pro-Biden PAC, has spent 
$47 million on advance TV and radio ad bookings.

We expect the Biden campaign to start writing more checks 
to continue to counter the Trump campaign’s fall slate of TV 
advertising. Here’s one additional piece of necessary context, 
via NPR on July 1, in the wake of the release of the respective 
campaigns’ fundraising disclosures on that day:

Despite a pandemic and the subsequent economic free-fall, 
Trump’s reelection campaign and the Republican National 
Committee announced ...they had raised $266 million for the three 
months ending June 30, including $131 million in June alone.

A few hours later, Biden’s campaign and the Democratic 
National Committee announced that they had eclipsed Trump’s 
totals, bringing in $282 million during the last quarter and $141 
million in June. 
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90 Years of Ad Age Drug culture

Big Pharma can’t stay out of the headlines 
lately. Well, sure, pretty much all the time—but 
especially right now, during the pandemic.

On Wednesday of last week, for instance, Pfizer 
made news courtesy of the Trump administration, 
which signed a $1.95 billion contract with the 
New York-based pharmaceutical giant to produce 
a COVID-19 vaccine. Working with a German 
partner, BioNTech, Pfizer plans to manufacture 

How to  
sell aspirin  
(lots and  
lots of  
aspirin)
By Simon Dumenco

A Bayer Aspirin ad from 
the 1950s featured in The 
Saturday Evening Post.



100 million doses of a still-unproven vaccine by 
December, which works out to about $20 per dose. 
(Safety and efficacy trials are only beginning this 
month, so stay tuned.)

When it comes to the pharmaceutical industry, 
though, the White House giveth and it taketh away. 
A day later, on Thursday, The Hill was reporting 
that Trump was on the verge of signing one or 
more executive orders focused on reining in drug 
prices, to make an election-season appeal to voters 
traumatized by ever-rising prescription costs.

As the Big Pharma headlines continued to 
unfurl, we dove into the Ad Age archives for 
our “90 Years of Ad Age” series. The most eye-
opening find: A front-page story from August 23, 
1948, headlined “Sterling Drug Sales Pegged on 
$25,000,000 Drive.”

Sterling Drug was founded in 1901 in Wheeling, 
West Virginia. By the late ’40s, it was a roaring 
success—a marketing-driven multinational. 
The company, we reported, had one helluva 
global marketing budget: It was set to “spend 
approximately $25,000,000 to advertise its 
products in world markets” in 1948 “and on this 
expenditure expects a $135,000,000 return in 
gross sales.”

A $25 million budget in 1948 translates to more 
than $274 million in today’s dollars. Ad Age made 

HOW TO SELL ASPIRIN (LOTS AND LOTS OF ASPIRIN) 90 Years of Ad Age Drug culture

Top, a 1932 Bayer Aspirin 
magazine ad. Above, a 1953 
ad that appeared in The 
Saturday Evening Post.



it sound like the company’s 
president and de facto marketing 
chief, James Hill Jr., was almost a 
profligate spender. Or at least an 
extremely enthusiastic one.

As Sterling expanded beyond the 
borders of the U.S.—marketing 
its aspirin in Central and South 
America, for instance—we 
reported that “liberal advertising 
budgets were provided; Sterling 
employed its tried and trusted 
technique of reaching as many 
people through as many media as 
often as possible.”

That said, there was some 
method to the madness. Most 
notably, Hill cut back on radio and 
worked newspaper and magazine 
advertising into the mix. “We want people to 
recognize our products when they see them,” Hill 
told Ad Age. (TV was still a couple of years away 
from meaningful market penetration.)

Sterling, by the way, is no more. Parts of it 
would eventually come to be owned by Eastman 
Kodak, then SmithKline Beecham and ultimately 
Germany’s Bayer AG (which, incidentally, allowed 
Bayer to regain the rights to its own name in the 
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Sterling Drug’s $25 million 
global campaign was front-
page news in the 
Aug. 23, 1948, edition of 
Advertising Age.



U.S., which Sterling had bought on the cheap at 
the end of World War I at a government auction  
of German trademarks that had been seized as 
war reparations).

As for Pfizer, it just landed at 22nd place on 
the newly released Ad Age Leading National 
Advertisers 2020 ranking. Ad Age Datacenter 
estimates that Pfizer’s 2019 outlay on U.S. 
advertising was $1.9 billion—right around the 
amount the company and its German partner 
hope to get for 100 million doses of a vaccine they 
won’t have to advertise at all. 
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